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Government
Contracts Suite

Now Available on Cheetah™
Wolters Kluwer Legal & Regulatory US provides current, accurate, and authoritative resources with analysis and insight
into virtually every aspect of the government contracting process. Cheetah™ Government Contracts gives you immediate
access to topic segments that include the Government Contracts Library, our exclusive Matrix Tools, the highly respected
Nash & Cibinic collection, and the equally renowned Garrett Series.
• Reliable regulatory references: From clear, concise definitions to high-level strategic guidance, these resources present,
clarify and simplify the rules of government contracting.
•P
 roven, practical guidance: From bidding, to pricing, to contract negotiation and administration, these authoritative
texts written by renowned experts deliver detailed explanations of every facet of the government contracting process.
•T
 ime-saving tools: From up-to-the-minute newsletters to step-by-step guides and our popular Matrix Tools, these
resources enable you to zero in on relevant requirements while still maintaining overall compliance.

LISTING OF TITLES AVAILABLE
GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS LIBRARY

• F AR Matrix Tool – by Contract Type

• Managing Contract Changes

• Agency FAR Supplements

• F AR Matrix Tool – by Provision or
Clause

• Solicitations, Bids, Proposals, and
Source Selection: Building a Winning
Contract

• Board of Contract Appeals Decisions
(BCA)
• Contract Pricing Reference Guide
• Cost Accounting Standards Guide
• Department of Defense FAR
Supplement (DFARS)
• FAR and DFARS Look Back: Annual
and Semi-Annual CCH Book
Publications
• Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)
• Federal Acquisition Regulations
Historical (FAR Archives)

•G
 overnment Contracts Flowdown
Matrix Tool

GARRETT SERIES
• Capture Management Life-Cycle:
Winning More Business
• Contract Administration: Tools,
Techniques, and Best Practices
• Contract Negotiations: Skills, Tools,
and Best Practices

• Time and Materials Contracts and
Pricing Answer Book
• U.S. Government Services Contracting: Tools, Techniques, and Best
Practices
• Winning U.S. Federal Government
Contracts
• World Class Contracting

NASH AND CIBINIC SERIES

• Government Contracts Reporter

• Cost Estimating and Contract
Pricing: Tools, Techniques, and Best
Practices

• Administration of Government
Contracts

MATRIX TOOLS

• Earned Value Management: Tools,
Techniques, and Best Practices

• Competitive Negotiation: The Source
Selection Process

• Getting Results: The Six Disciplines
of Performance-Based Project
Management

• Cost-Reimbursement Contracting

• DFARS Flowdown Matrix Tool
• DFARS Matrix Tool
• FAR Cost Principles Matrix Tool
• FAR-DFARS Combination Matrix Tool
• FAR Flowdown Matrix Tool –
by Contract Type
• FAR Flowdown Matrix Tool –
by Provision or Clause

• Government Contracts Audits and
Compliance
•G
 overnment Contracts Cost Accounting
• Managing Complex Outsourced
Projects

• Formation of Government Contracts
• Government Contracts Reference
Book: A Comprehensive Guide to the
Language of Procurement
• Intellectual Property in Government
Contracts

Cheetah™ Government Contracts Suite

GOVERNMENT CONTRACTS LIBRARY

MATRIX TOOLS

Agency FAR Supplements

Wolters Kluwer’s unique Matrix Tools consolidate your various
requirements and provisions in an easy-to-read chart format
with explanations and links to full-text definitions, giving you
the flexibility to focus on only the requirements that apply to
your contract, saving you time and money, while protecting
your compliance integrity. The full suite includes:

Access to the more than 30 agency FAR supplements. Federal
Acquisition Regulations Historical (FAR Archives) The only
electronic reference that tracks previous versions of the
entire Federal Acquisition Regulation and selected supplements, enabling accurate and effective administration of any
government contract signed since the adoption of the FAR
system on April 1, 1984.

Board of Contract Appeals Decisions (BCA)

The full text of every agency board of contract appeals
decision dating back to 1956, each accompanied by expertwritten headnotes, a topical index, personnel listings,
procedural rules for the boards, and biographies of each
sitting judge. Includes a bi-weekly report letter.

Contract Pricing Reference Guide

The most complete guidance available for analyzing cost
and price issues related to federal government contracts,
including: price analysis, quantitative techniques for contract
pricing, cost analysis, advanced issues in contract pricing,
and federal contract negotiation techniques.

Cost Accounting Standards Guide

One-stop coverage of the full text of the Cost Accounting
Standards Board Regulations and related information.
Includes a monthly report letter.

Department of Defense FAR Supplement (DFARS)
Quick and easy access to critical DoD regulations, covering all
the supplementary policies, procedures, rules, and amendments that apply to contracting with U.S. defense agencies.

FAR and DFARS Look Back: Annual and
Semi-Annual CCH Book Publications

Annual and semi-annual Federal Acquisition Regulation
(FAR) and Department of Defense FAR Supplement (DFARS)
publications in PDF format covering the years 2010 to 2016.

Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR)

The critical regulations you need for doing business with the
federal government, in an easy-access format.

Government Contracts Reporter

Accompanied by a weekly newsletter, this tool delivers
search capabilities for researching every facet of the federal
procurement process and gaining a better understanding of
what makes a more successful contract.

DFARS Flowdown Matrix Tool
DFARS Matrix Tool
FAR Cost Principles Matrix Tool
FAR-DFARS Combination Matrix Tool
FAR Flowdown Matrix Tool – by Contract Type
F AR Flowdown Matrix Tool – by Provision or
Clause
FAR Matrix Tool – by Contract Type
FAR Matrix Tool – by Provision
Government Contracts Flowdown Matrix Tool

GARRETT SERIES
Capture Management Life-Cycle: Winning More
Business
Step-by-step model helps sellers of products, services,
or solutions successfully improve their current capture
management rate in three unique phases.

Contract Administration: Tools, Techniques,
and Best Practices

Helps readers develop the skills and competencies needed to
successfully oversee all types of government contracts.

Contract Negotiations: Skills, Tools, and Best
Practices
An exhaustive guide for planning, conducting, and
documenting contract negotiation in both the public and
private sectors of today’s dynamic, performance-based
business environment.

Cost Estimating and Contract Pricing: Tools,
Techniques, and Best Practices

A comprehensive discussion of the process of estimating the
cost for the development and delivery of a product, service,
or solution.
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Earned Value Management: Tools, Techniques,
and Best Practices

Winning U.S. Federal Government Contracts

Getting Results: The Six Disciplines of
Performance-Based Project Management

World Class Contracting

A practical and informative reference guide for anyone
involved in managing contracts and projects that require and
use earned value management systems (EVMS).

Thoroughly examines the effective management of a
multisector workforce to achieve success in the complex
world of U.S. government contracts and projects.

Government Contracts Audits and Compliance
Proven tools and techniques for improving and ensuring the
integrity of your U.S. government contract compliance and
audit activities.

Government Contracts Cost Accounting

This practical and thorough cost accounting guide covers
software for government contract cost accounting, accounting
for labor, accounting for materials and other direct costs,
cost principles, cost accounting standards, and more.

Managing Complex Outsourced Projects

With a specific focus on Integrated Project Management (IPM),
this book provides a comprehensive review of what it takes
to successfully manage outsourced projects, resulting in
improved performance and reduced expenses.

Managing Contract Changes

Provides thoughtful guidance for the proper, cost effective
management of government contracts and the changes to
those contracts.

Solicitations, Bids, Proposals, and Source
Selection: Building a Winning Contract

A fast-paced, detailed tour of the entire buying and
selling lifecycle, covering proven tools and techniques for
successfully winning government contracts.

Time and Materials Contracts and Pricing
Answer Book

More than 100 answers to help guide you through frequently
asked questions regarding the complex laws, policies,
and regulations that govern the pre-award, award, and
post-award actions related to T&M contracts.

U.S. Government Services Contracting: Tools,
Techniques, and Best Practices

In-depth guidance for planning and implementing the
buying and selling of professional services to and for the U.S.
government.
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Composed by a team of 10 leading government business
experts, this practical resource presents the functional skills,
tools, techniques, and best practices necessary to navigate,
win, and successfully execute government contracts.

This concise guide provides readers with a thorough
understanding of the contracting process.

NASH AND CIBINIC SERIES
Administration of Government Contracts

Clarifies the complex rules of federal procurement
policies, explaining the processes that government personnel
and contractors must follow in every aspect of government
contracting.

Competitive Negotiation: The Source Selection
Process

This thorough text examines the conventional and alternative
systems for competitive negotiations in light of current
statutes, regulations, and case law.

Cost-Reimbursement Contracting

Clarifies the complex field of cost-type government
contracting.

Formation of Government Contracts

Distills all the essential guidance needed to form a sound
government contract, including planning the acquisition
process, preparing and submitting proposals, negotiating the
level of profit, and resolving contract award controversies.

Government Contracts Reference Book:
A Comprehensive Guide to the Language
of Procurement

The solution for understanding key government contracting
terms and concepts, providing the clear explanations required
for informed and effective government contracting.

Intellectual Property in Government Contracts

The steps needed to segregate and protect private work from
government work—even during continued research activities.

